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Vault Validation Management is a digital solution that manages the qualification and validation  
of computer systems, facilities, utilities, equipment, and processes. It tracks system inventory, 
requirements, and project deliverables in a single system, making it easier for validation professionals 
to create validation activities, execute test scripts digitally, and generate summary reports throughout 
the validation process.

Validation Management is unified with Vault QualityDocs and Vault QMS, connecting quality events 
and key artifacts to improve transparency and streamline business processes.

 

 

Benefits

•  Speed: Run efficient, cost-effective digital validation in a single system.

•  Compliance: Capture all user actions, tasks, and signatures in a comprehensive audit trail  
to ensure data integrity and regulatory compliance.

•  Visibility: Easily track validation activities, test discrepancy summaries, and cycle times across  
all sites.
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Top Features

Unified validation and quality solution  
Manage end-to-end validation lifecycle with data-driven paperless execution from change control to final reports  
across validation processes, including computer system validation (CSV), process validation, cleaning, analytical,  
and FUE (facility, utility, and equipment) commissioning and qualification.

Validation intelligence  
Gain complete visibility into validation projects, deliverables, and activities across the organization with intuitive reports 
and dashboards that surface key metrics about the validation inventory, deliverables, test discrepancies, and open tasks.

Modern test script pre-approval, execution, and post-approval  
Eliminate good documentation practice (GDP) errors and increase your team’s capacity with a fully digitized test 
authoring, pre-approval, execution, and post-approval process. Executors can capture objective evidence in real-time 
while multiple executors assigned to the same test script work collaboratively. When discrepancies occur, tests are 
paused, resumed, or terminated based on the severity of the issue.

Automated traceability  
Easily track and manage relationships between requirements and tests with a modern, intuitive interface. Quickly  
and efficiently identify testing gaps through the automated traceability matrix.

Single source of truth  
Achieve audit readiness with a single source of truth for all validation content and data accessible with the click  
of a button. Bring clarity and transparency to validation activities with deliverable delegation, due date assignment,  
and requirement tracking throughout the validation process.

Veeva Vault Quality unifies historically disconnected quality systems and processes on a single cloud platform.  
It enables seamless management of quality events from event origination to changing controlled content and 
completing training requirements. Managing quality processes (QA and QC), critical documentation, validation, and 
training in one system simplifies and accelerates event identification, correction, and change management. The unified 
applications drive continuous quality improvements while meeting global compliance requirements. Veeva Vault Quality 
includes Vault QMS, Vault QualityDocs, Vault Validation Management, Vault Station Manager, Vault LIMS, and Vault 
Training applications.
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